Since the introduction of the median filter by John Tukey in 1971, many important classes of order statistic-based nonlinear filters have bccn developed. In this papcr we review some rcccnt results obtained for the two filter classes known as stack filters and weighted median filters. The highlights include new results on optimal filter design and fast training algorithms.
Introduction
Linear filters have long bcen the primary tool for signal and image processing. They arc easy to implement and analyze and, pcrhaps most importantly, the linear filter which minimizes the mean squared error criterion can usually be found in closed form. Furthermore, they are optimal among the class of all filtering operations when the noise being considered is additive and Gaussian.
Unfortunately, a small deviation from this Gaussian assumption sometimes leads to a severe deterioration in the performance of linear filters. In the many applications in which non-Gaussian noise arises, linear methods have thus proven to be inadequate for signal smoothing and/or noise reduction. One such case occurs in the presence of speckle noise. Other types of non-Gaussian and/or signal dependent noise also cause problems. We believe that these cases occur more frequently than not; therefore, linear methods are not completely satisfactory when dealing with real signals and noise rather than simply computer simulations.
The obvious answer to this problem is to use a filter that is not linear. There are, however, many classes of non-linear filters, and the task of choosing the right class is itself a challenge. Each class of filters is good in certain applications. The user could consult a look-up table to dctcrminc which filter or class of filters best fits the problem at hand.
Onc filter that would certainly appear in any such catalogue would be the median filter. The median filter. or "running median" as it was called in the first publication in which it appeared [Tuk] , consists of a window, usually of odd width, which is stepped one sample at a time along a signal. At each position of the window, the sample values inside are ranked according to their magnitude and the middle element in this ranking is defined to be the output.
Typically, the window is assumed to have width 2N+1 where N is any positive integer.
Suppose that the window is centered on the k'th sample in the input sequence and that the 2N+l points in the window, in time-order, are specified by the vector z N , k = (Xk-N, xk-N+1, * * x k , 7 x k + N ) .
We want to find Y k , where
which is the output of the median filter when the T-3.1 window is centered on the k'th sample. First, the samples in the window are reordered according to their rank, with x ( i ) denoting the sample of i ' " rank. The samples in the window, in rank-order, would then be ( X ( l ) , X(2)9 * * 1 X ( N + l ) ) .
Suppose, for instance, that N=2 and that the samples, in time order, in the window at time k are The median value of 2N+1 samples is given by x ( N +~) , which for the example just given would be: x ( 3 ) = 4. We thus have y k = 4. The window is then moved so it is centered over the k+l'st sample in the input sequence and the output value Yk+l is computed by following the above procedure. Figure 1 shows the input and output for a window width three median filter, and also shows how the window moves along the signal. Note from the figure that the median filter can preserve edges while deleting impulses.
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The result of this attention is a large number of papers, dissertations and books written on the median and other order statistic-based filters.
Thorough reviews of the development of these filters can be found in [CLG] [GCG] . An overview of the field of nonlinear filters can be found in [PiVl] . In this brief conference paper we only have space to review two classes of order statistic-based nonlinear filters: stack filters and weighted median filters.
Stack Filters
In 1984, an important theoretical tool for analyzing median and median-type filters was developed by Fitch et al, [FCGl] [FCG2]. It was shown that all rank-order-based filters possess a weak superposition property called the threshold decomposition property. It says that median filtcring any sequence whose elements take on values in the set Q = {O,l, ,M-l] is equivalent to decomposing the signal into binary sequences by thresholding at each level from 1 through M-1, filtering each resulting binary sequence by a (binary) median filter, and then adding up the results.
To express this property more precisely, define Ti[.] to be the operator which thresholds its argument at level i: 
=
For instance, T 3 ( 5 ) = 1 and T3(2) = 0. We will also apply thresholding to vectors, and will define it as follows, even though it means a slight abuse of notation
\ f
For example) we would Fave have attracted the attention of many researchers.
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This weak superposition property, which is illustrated in Figure 2 with a median filter of window width 3, allows the analysis of the effects of the median on multi-valued sequences to be reduced to the study of its effects on binary sequences. Figure 2 has binary data at its input and produces binary data at its output. A median filter with binary input is thus a binary operator which we denote as f (e). In the case of the window width three median, f (.) is simply a majority logic operation. If the three bits in the window at time k are bk-1 , bk, and bk+l, then the output is f (bk-19 bkv bk+l) = bk-1 *bk + bk*bk+l + bk+l *bk-l where "*'I denotes the logical and operation, and "+" denotes the logical or operation.
Another crucial property of the median filter is the ordering property known as the stacking property. For any two vectors The threshold decomposition architecture shown in Figure 2 and the stacking property are the defining properties of stack filters. Any filter Sfi) is a stack filter if it has the superposition architecture of Figure 3 and if the Boolean function f (e) used on every threshold level of the architecture has the stacking property. M--1 r : :
The importance of the threshold decomposition and stacking properties of stack filters follows from an application to estimation.
Suppose that the input sequence {xk] for a stack filter is a signal sequence {sk) that has been distorted in some fashion by a noise sequence ink). We will assume that the desired signal sequence and the noise sequence are jointly stationary and that all sequences take on values in Q = {0,1,2, * ,M-l]. The goal is to choose a stack filter of window width 2N+1 such that, for input sequence 1x13, the output sequence {y/3 produced by the stack filter is "close" to {sk). In Figure 4 , we show an image of Einstein. 
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A 4x4 stack filter was trained to restore this image. The results obtained are shown in Figure   6 . The detail in the image has been retained while the noise has been well suppressed.
One of the most recent applications of stack filters has been to the problem of edge detection in images corrupted with noise. The use of stack filters has led to a new approach to edge detection [YBD] .
Consider a noise-free, one-dimensional signal {x(n)). We would like to estimate the magnitude of the first difference, I s(n+l)-s(n) 1, for this signal since the result can then be thresholded to determine if an edge is located at position n. We will estimate the first difference by applying a spatially invariant nonlinear filter F(.) to the noise corrupted signal, i ( n ) .
First define the windowing operation
W;(n) = [i(n-k).i(n-k+l). ,*(n+k)]
The estimated first difference is then F(W,-(n))
where F(.) is the nonlinear function to be determined. Our goal is then to determine the function F (-) which minimizes
e ( F ) = E [ I FW,-(~))-~x ( n + l > -x ( n >~ I]
To determine the structure of F, we first rewrite the magnitude of the first difference by noting that
The magnitude of the first difference is then seen to be the difference between the windowed maximum and minimum, which are equivalent to the well-known dilation and erosion operators in morphology. This suggests that we find two nonlinear filters which estimate the dilated and eroded signals, and then form the difference between these estimates. This difference is then thresholded to produce an estimate of the edge map of the target signal. This approach to edge detection is called the Difference of Estimates (DOE) approach.
We thus write
where &(.) and Se(.) are the stack filters used to estimate the noise free dilation and erosion, respectively. The error measure can then be upper bounded by the sum of the following two error terms
Our strategy is to minimize the overall error by choosing &(.) and Se(-) to separately minimize each of the above two error expressions. We train stack filters to minimize these two error expressions. The training is carried out on some image that is "similar" to the target image since the noise-free target image is rarely available. The image we used for training is shown in Figure 7 . The image was corrupted with light noise that was a mixture of Gaussian noise and salt and pepper noise. Figure 8 which is lightly corrupted by a mixture of Gaussian noise and salt and pepper noise. The difference of the outputs of these filtering operations was then thresholded to obtain the edge map. In Figures 9 through 12 we show the edge map obtained by the DOE operator trained on the couple image with those obtained by a 7x7 Canny operator [Can] , the improved morphological operator developed in [LHS] , and by the dispersion operator [PiV2] . From these images it is clear that the edge map produced by the DOE operator is significantly less corrupted by noise. The DOE operator has also retained more of the fine edges than the other edge detection operators. Recall that the DOE operator was trained with a different image and different noise sample functions. The robustness that stack filters bring to any application is thus clearly evident in this example.
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Weighted Median Filters
As a major subclass of stack filters and an immediate generalization of the median filter, weighted median filters have attracted the attention of many researchers. Several papers have recently dealt with the deterministic and statistical properties of these filters [YAN2] , [KoL] , [PrLlI, [PrL21, [HGN] , [YANl] , [SGNl] , [SGN2] . The most important result obtained for WM filters is perhaps the optimality theory built around these filters. It combines the deterministic and statistical properties of WM filters [YYG2] . The aim of this optimality theory is to select a WM filter which has the best noise attenuation capability (under a certain error criterion) and which, at the same time, preserves a set of pre-specified signal structures. In the literature, this is referred to as optimal filtering under structural constraints. A similar theory has been developed for stack filters [GHB] , [CLG] and weighted order statistics filters [NYG] .
Recall that a weighted median filter can preserve details, such as pulses of any desired length, by selecting appropriate weights. On the other hand, for a given pulse length, there may be T-3.6 many weighted median filters which can preserve the given pulse. The question is how to select one of them which suppresses noise the best. A solution is based on the statistical analysis of weighted medians developed in recent work [YYG2] , [YYGl] .
Consider a W M filter with weight vector -W = (W1, W 2 , . . . , WN) Theorem 1 says that each output moment of WM filters is composed of two terms. The first term is the output moment of the standard median filter with the same window size, and has nothing to do with the weights. The second term is a function of the Mi's and is thus a function the weights; it can be referred to as the contribution of the weights. Note that this second term is equal to zero if all the weights are equal. According to the definition of the Mi's, this second term is always positive, i.e. One application of Theorem 1 is the efficient evaluation of the noise attenuation performance of weighted medians [YGN] . It would be more interesting though if Theorem 1 could be used to design optimal WM filters with structural constraints. It has k e n shown that given a set of structural constraints, an optimal WM filter can be found through nonlinear programming. In some cases, the optimality problem is reduced to the solution of a group of linear inequalities.
Consider a one-dimensional signal processing application. If pulses with length 2 are supposed to be preserved, then optimal symmetric WM filters for arbitrary window size N are given by the following theorem. Theorem 2: Given a WM filter with window size N=2K+1, optimal WM filters which preserve pulses of length 2 can be expressed as follows:
-w = (1, 1, ..., 1, a + l , 2a+l, a+l, 1, ..., 1, I), where a 2 K -1.
Center Weighted Median Filters
Center weighted median (CWM) filters are a subclass of WM filters which combines the simplicity of median filters with some of the design freedom of WM filters. In CWM filters only the center sample in the window has a weight larger than or equal to one; all other weights are equal to one. They have simpler implementations than more general weighted medians since the output is always the median of three samples from the filter window [KoL].
Because of the nonlinearity of medianbased filters, deterministic properties involving mot set structures and convergence behavior have been analyzed to represent the filtering behavior. The deterministic properties of one-
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dimensional CWM filters have been investigated.
To be specific, CWM filters have been shown to have the convergence property and their root structures have been specified [SGNl] , [SGN2] . It has been shown that an arbitrary finite length signal w i l l be reduced to a root signal after a finite number of passes of 
